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The aim of the present study was to investigate the role of beta oscillatory responses upon cognitive load in
healthy subjects and in subjects withmild cognitive impairment (MCI). The role of beta oscillations upon cognitive
stimulation is least studied in comparison to other frequency bands. The study included 17 consecutive patients
with MCI (mean age = 70.8 ± 5.6 years) according to Petersen's criteria, and 17 age- and education-matched
normal elderly controls (mean age = 68.5 ± 5.5 years). The experiments used a visual oddball paradigm. EEG
was recorded at 30 cortical locations. EEG-evoked power, inter-trial phase synchronization, and event-related
beta responses filtered in 15–20 Hz were obtained in response to target and non-target stimuli for both groups
of subjects. In healthy subjects, EEG-evoked beta power, inter-trial phase synchronization of beta responses and
event-related filtered beta responses were significantly higher in responses to target than non-target stimuli
(p b 0.05). InMCI patients, therewere no differences in evoked beta power between target and non-target stimuli.
Furthermore, upon presentation of visual oddball paradigm, occipital electrodes depict higher beta response in
comparison to other electrode sites. The increasedbeta response uponpresentation of target stimuli in healthy sub-
jects implies that beta oscillations could shift the system to an attention state, and had important function in
cognitive activity. Thismay, in future, open theway to consider beta activity as an important operator in brain cog-
nitive processes.

© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. Open access under CC BY license. 
1. Introduction

The present study has two major aims: Firstly, although several
studies have already shown sensory and cognitive correlates of beta
activity, we encountered almost no studies showing change of target
and non-target responses in the oddball paradigm in mild cognitive
impairment (MCI) patients and also in healthy subjects. Secondly, we
also encountered no studies applying three mathematical methods
(event related power, event-related phase locking, event related fil-
tered oscillatory responses) to the analysis of beta responses. In the
present study we show differential beta response between healthy
subjects and MCI patients, and the results can therefore be considered
as new candidate biomarkers in MCI and AD in addition to changes in
other frequency bands (Başar, 2011; Yener and Başar, 2013; Yener
et al., 2007, 2008, 2009).
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In earlier studies, Karrasch et al. (2006), Kurimoto et al. (2012) and
Missonnier et al. (2007) reported differing beta responses between
healthy subjects and MCI patients. These studies, however, applied
only event-related power analysis of beta oscillations and did not use
the visual oddball paradigm.

The functional role of beta oscillatory responses seems to be less an-
alyzed in comparison to other frequency bands (Engel and Fries, 2010;
Huster et al., 2013). In a recent review Huster et al. (2013) pointed
out that activity in the beta band has attracted attention only lately in
context of response inhibition. Beta oscillatory responses have been
classically considered to be related to somatosensory andmotor functions
(Pfurtscheller et al., 1996). On the other handWróbel (2000) showed that
beta band activity reflects arousal of the visual system during increased
visual attention. Increased beta band activity was registered in the oc-
cipital cortex of dog that expected a picture of a rewarding piece of
meat (Lopes da Silva et al., 1970). Recent experiments also showed
increased beta responses upon application of emotionally negative
stimuli (Güntekin and Başar, 2007a, 2010a; Woodruff et al., 2011).
The role of beta oscillatory responses upon cognitive stimulation was
studied by several groups (Cacace and McFarland, 2003; Ishii et al.,
2009; Kukleta et al., 2009a; Mazaheri and Picton, 2005) but no consis-
tent findings were reported.
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The oddball paradigm is a method used to analyze cognitive pro-
cesses, and P300 response is an important component of such studies
(Polich and Kok, 1995). A series of studies on local oscillatory dynamics
showed that themajor operating rhythms of P300 are mainly delta and
theta oscillations (Başar et al., 2001; Başar-Eroglu et al., 1992; Demiralp
et al., 1999; Karakaş et al., 2000; Kolev et al., 1997; Spencer and Polich,
1999; Yordanova et al., 2000). Prolongation of theta and alpha oscilla-
tions was described for the target stimuli (Başar et al., 1997, 1999;
Başar-Eroglu et al., 1992; Demiralp and Ademoglu, 2001; Ishii et al.,
2009; Öniz and Başar, 2009; Stampfer and Başar, 1985; Yordanova
and Kolev, 1998). Furthermore, delta response oscillations are higher
in response to target stimuli compared to non-target stimuli and simple
sensory stimuli (Başar-Eroglu et al., 1992; Demiralp et al., 1999; Güntekin
and Başar, 2010b). However, few studies have analyzed beta oscillatory
responses in oddball paradigm (Cacace and McFarland, 2003; Ishii et al.,
2009; Mazaheri and Picton, 2005). Therefore, the role of beta oscillations
in response to oddball paradigm remains unclear. Kukleta et al. (2009a)
investigated the beta (25–35 Hz) synchronization of epileptic patients
with intracerebral electrodes upon stimulation in visual oddball para-
digm. Subjects were asked to count target signals mentally, and to also
press a button upon target stimulation. These authors reported increased
beta synchronization in response to both target and non-target re-
sponses. Accordingly, they associated the increased beta synchronization
with cognitive demands.

In recent years, our group published studies on electrophysiological
bio-markers for mild cognitive impairment (MCI), Alzheimer's disease
(AD) (Yener and Başar, 2010, 2013) and bipolar disorder (BP) (Başar
andGüntekin, 2008, 2012; Özerdemet al., 2008, 2010, 2011, 2013). Per-
sons with MCI commonly have mild problems performing complex
functional activities such as managing finances or shopping. Even
though these functions are achieved less efficiently, MCI subjects need
minimal assistance for their functionality or do not lose their indepen-
dence. They express concern regarding a change in their cognition and
show objective evidence of impairment in one or more cognitive do-
mains typically involving memory. This stage is generally considered
the symptomatic, predementia phase of Alzheimer's disease (AD)
(Albert et al., 2011). Our group (Yener et al., 2008, 2012) and others
(Caravaglios et al., 2008; Polikar et al., 2007) showed decreased delta
ERO in either visual or auditory paradigm, along with decreased
event-related coherence in alpha, theta, and delta frequency ranges
(Başar et al., 2010; Güntekin et al., 2008) in AD. As in AD, MCI patients
showed decreased event-related delta oscillations in comparison to
healthy controls upon application of target stimuli (Kurt et al., 2012;
Yener et al., 2012).

1.1. Why do we try to discuss beta oscillations in MCI and Alzheimer's
disease, and why do we compare with healthy subjects?

In the analysis of spontaneous EEG of Alzheimer's disease it was
shown that the hallmark of EEG abnormalities in AD patients is a shift
of the power spectrum to lower frequencies and a decrease in coherence
of fast rhythms as it was reviewed by Jeong (2004). The review of
Dauwels et al. (2010) also showed that three major effects of AD on
EEG have been observed: slowing of the EEG, reduced complexity of
the EEG signals, and perturbations in EEG synchrony. Yener and Başar
(2013) examined whether it is possible to develop an ensemble of bio-
markers for MCI and Alzheimer's disease. Amyloid PET, fluoro-deoxy-
glucose PET, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), andmagnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) have already been proposed as biomarkers for MCI and AD. How-
ever, dynamic biomarkers are also important for tracking the progres-
sion of disease, or for monitoring drug effects. EEG equipment is less
costly than PET and MRI. EEG has also the advantage of being a non-
invasive technique.

Our previous research showed that it might be possible to develop
an ensemble of biomarkers for MCI and AD. Earlier findings for mild
AD subjects indicated decreased delta responses either using visual or
auditory oddball paradigm (Caravaglios et al., 2008; Polikar et al.,
2007; Yener et al., 2008, 2012). Theta oscillatory responses displayed
lower values of phase-locking in frontal area in AD in comparison to
healthy subjects (Yener et al., 2007). Güntekin et al. (2008) and Başar
et al. (2010) reported that the healthy control group showed signifi-
cantly greater event-related coherence in delta, theta and alpha bands
compared with de novo and medicated AD groups upon application of
target stimuli. In contrast, almost no changes in event-related coherences
were observed in beta and gamma frequency bands (Başar et al., 2010).
Yener et al. (in press) analyzed the event related delta, theta, alpha oscil-
latory responses of MCI patients and compared them with healthy
controls. In the manuscript by Yener et al. (in press) it was shown that
delta oscillatory responses were significantly lower in MCI patients in
comparison to healthy controls, there were no group differences in the
theta and alpha frequency ranges.

We encountered three studies analyzing beta oscillatory responses
in MCI and AD subjects (Karrasch et al., 2006; Kurimoto et al., 2012;
Missonnier et al., 2007). None of these three studies used visual oddball
paradigm in their experiments, and in two of these studies subjects
were asked to press a button, which may cause ERD of beta oscillations
due tomotor response. Karrasch et al. (2006) andKurimoto et al. (2012)
used Sternberg's working memory task as stimulation, whereas
Missonnier et al. (2007) used attentional detection task and two-back
task. Missonnier et al. (2007) analyzed only the T5, P3, P4, and T6 elec-
trodes in the 1000–1700 ms time window after stimulus onset. Their
analysis revealed that two-back-related beta ERS measured at parietal
electrodes was of lower amplitude in progressive MCI and AD cases
compared with healthy controls and stable MCI cases. Karrasch et al.
(2006) demonstrated that, during the encoding phase, the responses
in the 10–20 Hz frequencies were characterized by ERS in the control
group; on the other hand, the responses were characterized by ERD in
the MCI group. In a MEG study, Kurimoto et al. (2012) reported that
patients with AD showed reduced beta event-related desynchronization
(ERD) in the right central area compared to controls upon presentation
of Sternberg's working memory task, and that there were no significant
differences between MCI patients and healthy controls.

In the present study, it was hypothesized that if beta responses are
related to cognitive processes, target stimulation will elicit higher beta
responses than non-target stimulation. Moreover, since MCI patients
have mild cognitive deficits, their beta responses should be lower than
those of healthy controls.

2. Method

2.1. Subjects

The study included 17 consecutive, community-dwelling subjects
with the diagnosis of amnestic MCI (mean age = 70.8 ± 5.6 years)
according to the Petersen's criteria (Petersen et al., 1999) recruited from
the neurology outpatient memory clinic, and 17 age- and education-
matched normal elderly controls (68.5 ± 5.5) recruited from various
community sources. All participants provided written informed consent
prior to voluntary participation. None of the healthy controls were con-
sanguineous to the patients. Mean education level was 10.7 years
in the MCI group and 10 years in the control group. There were 9
females in the healthy elderly group and 7 in the MCI group. All AD
subjects underwent extensive cognitive- and complete neurological,
neuro-imaging (MRI) and laboratory examination, including: blood
glucose, electrolytes, liver and kidney function tests, full blood count,
erythrocyte sedimentation rate, thyroid hormone, vitamin B12, HIV, and
VDRL. The cognitive testing included episodic memory (Öktem verbal
memory processes test), non-verbal memory (Wecshler visual repro-
duction test), attention (WMS-R digit span test), orientation, execu-
tive functions (Stroop test, clock-drawing test, verbal fluency test),
language (Boston naming test), and theMini-Mental State Examination
(MMSE). The patients diagnosed with MCI had subjective memory
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complaints verified by a relative, in addition to memory test score of
1.5 SD less than the mean age norm, and a CDR of 0.5, not reaching
dementia criteria. Depressive co-morbidity was excluded on the basis
of a geriatric depression scale score greater than 11 (GDS, Yesavage
et al., 1983).

The group characteristics are shown in Table 1. Subjects with abnor-
mal laboratory results indicating other causes of memory disorder, and
those with vascular lesions on MRI were excluded from the study. All
participants had normal vision, and none reported a history of head in-
jury, or any other neurological or psychiatric disorders. All participants
with regular use of anti-dementia drugs, antidepressants, neuroleptics,
anti-epileptic medications, stimulants, opioids, or b-blockers were ex-
cluded from the present study. Informed consent was obtained from
all subjects or their relatives. The present paper analyzed comprehen-
sively the beta oscillatory responses in MCI patients and healthy con-
trols by three different methods (ERSP, phase locking and filtered
oscillatory responses). We analyzed delta, theta and alpha oscillatory
responses of the same group of subjects in a separate paper (Yener
et al., in press).

2.2. Stimulation

The participants sat in a dimly lit, isolated room during recordings.
Classical visual oddball paradigm was applied using a simple 10-cd/m2

luminance light as the standard and a 40-cd/m2 luminance light as the
target stimuli. The light appeared at full size on a 19-inch computer
monitor with a refresh rate of 60 Hz. The duration of the stimulation
was 1000 ms, the probability of the deviant stimuli was 0.33 and, in
all paradigms, targets were embedded randomlywithin a series of stan-
dard stimuli. These stimulation signals were applied randomly, with
inter-stimulus intervals varying between 3 and 7 s. In order to assess
focused attention and working memory, the task required mental
counting of the target stimuli.

2.3. Electrophysiological recording

EEGwas recorded with 30 Ag/AgCl electrodesmounted in an elastic
cap (Easy-cap) according to the international 10–20 system. Additionally,
two linked earlobe electrodes (A1 + A2) served as references. The EOG
from the medial upper- and lateral orbital rim of the right eye was also
registered. For the reference electrodes and EOG recordings, Ag/AgCl elec-
trodes were used. All electrode impedances were less than 10 kΩ. The
EEG was amplified by means of a Brain Amp 32-channel DC system
machine with band limits of 0.01–250 Hz. The EEG was digitized
on-line with a sampling rate of 500 Hz.

Artifacts were eliminatedmanually and off-line, taking into consider-
ation the EOG recorded from the right eye. The epoch numbers were
equalized randomlybetween the target andnon-target visual stimulation
conditions.

2.4. Data analysis

2.4.1. Event-related spectral perturbations
The epoching of continuous EEG files and artifact-related processing

was performed with a BrainVision Analyzer (Brain Products GmbH).
Table 1
The group characteristics of subjects. MMSE = Mini-Mental State Examination,
SD = standard deviation, NS = not significant. * represents significant result.

Controls (N = 17) MCI (N = 17) p

Age (SD) 68.2 (5.6) 70.5 (5.6) NS
Education (SD) 10 (5.7) 10.2 (4.3) NS
MMSE (SD) 29.4 (0.8) 25.8 (2.5) 0.008*
Single-trial epochs were extracted from −500 to 1000 ms relative to
stimulus.

For the analysis of the event-related spectral perturbations (ERSP) of
beta responses, aMorlet-basedwavelet transformwith a ‘width’ of 6 cy-
cles was employed (14 through 28 Hz) in order to provide a continuous
measure of the amplitude of a frequency component between−500 and
1000 ms (EEGLAB, Delorme and Makeig, 2004). Event-related spectral
perturbations were computed on the wavelet-transformed epochs for
each stimulus condition at each time point and wavelet frequency to
yield time–frequency maps. To visualize magnitude changes in relation
to a pre-stimulus baseline across the frequency range, we subtracted
the mean baseline log spectrum (−300 to−50 ms) from each spectral
estimate, producing the baseline-normalized time-frequency distribu-
tion. The color at each image pixel indicates amplification or attenuation
(in dB) at a given frequency and latency relative to the time-locking
event.

The peak amplitude/power at 15–20 Hz individual frequency was
extracted for statistical assessment (Herrmann et al., 2004; Lenz et al.,
2010, 2011). The grand average of ERSP of 17 healthy subjects and 17
MCI patients showed that event-related beta power was more pro-
nounced in the 15–20 Hz frequency band (Fig. 1). Accordingly, we
used each participant's peak amplitude/power at 15–20 Hz individual
frequency. The peak-frequency was defined as the frequency bin show-
ing the highest response in the time interval between 0 ms and 200 ms,
obtained via time–frequency plots of the average response for each
electrode and each subject.
2.4.2. Inter-trial coherence (ITC)
Inter-trial coherence (ITC) is a frequency-domain measure for the

synchronization of activity at a particular latency and frequency for a
set of experimental events to which EEG data trials are time-locked
Fig. 1. Scatter plot of F3 and Fz ERSP values against number of errors performedby subjects.
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(Delorme andMakeig, 2004; Tallon-Baudry et al., 1996). Here, we calcu-
lated the ITC using EEGLAB (see Delorme andMakeig, 2004) as follows:

For j = 1 to N trials,

ITC t; fð Þ ¼ 1
N

XN

i¼1

ejΦi t; fð Þ
�����

�����

where Фj(t, f) is the phase of the wavelet at time t and frequency f. ITC
values range from0 (indicating absence of phase-locking) to 1 (indicating
perfect phase synchronization). All ITC values were baseline-corrected
over −300 ms to −50 ms and were computed for each participant for
grand average, ITC values were averaged across all participants. We
used each participant's individual peak-frequency in the beta-band for
thewavelet transformwithin the range of 15 to 20 Hz in the time interval
between 0 ms and 200 ms.

2.4.3. Digitally filtered event-related beta oscillatory responses
Digital filtering of ERPs was performed with Brain Vision Analyzer

(Brain Products GmbH). The grand average of ERSP of 17 healthy sub-
jects and 17 MCI patients showed that the event-related beta power
was more pronounced in the 15–20 Hz frequency band (Fig. 1) Accord-
ingly, each subject's averaged event-related potentials were digitally fil-
tered in the 15–20 Hz frequency range. The maximum peak-to-peak
amplitudes for each subject's averaged beta (15–20 Hz) responses
were analyzed; that is, the largest peak-to-peak value in these frequency
ranges in terms of μVs found in the timewindowbetween 0 and 300 ms.

2.4.4. Statistical analysis
All statistical analyses were calculated using Statistica software. The

differences betweenmodalitieswere assessedbymeans of repeatedmea-
sures of ANOVA. Three different measures (ERSP, ITC, filtered event-
related beta responses) were analyzed separately. In the analysis, repeat-
ed measures of ANOVA included the between-subjects factor as group
(healthy elderly controls, MCI patients); and the within-subject factors
as stimulation (target vs. non-target) × 4 anterior-to-posterior (frontal,
central, parietal, occipital) × 3 coronal (leftmedial,medial, rightmedial).
Greenhouse–Geisser corrected p-valueswere reported. Post-hoc compar-
isonswere analyzedwith Bonferroni test. The significance levelwas set to
p b 0.05 for all comparisons.

We also ran another ANOVA to compare the stimulation effect (target
vs. non-target) in healthy subjects and in MCI subjects separately. In the
analysis, repeated measures of ANOVA included the within-subject
factors as stimulation (target vs. non-target) × 4 anterior-to-posterior
(frontal, central, parietal, occipital) × 3 coronal (left medial, medial,
right medial). Greenhouse–Geisser corrected p-values were reported.
The significance level was set to p b 0.05 for all comparisons.

Pearson's correlation analysis was used to determine the correlation
between beta responses and the number of errors performed by the
subjects during mental count of the target stimuli.

3. Results

3.1. Behavioral results

In each measuring session, there were in total 40 target stimulation.
Ten of the healthy control subjects counted the target stimulation as 40;
five of the healthy subjects made onemistake while counting the target
stimulation; and two of themmademore than onemistake. Seven of the
MCI patients counted the target stimulation as 40; three of the MCI
patients made one mistake; and seven of them made more than one
mistake. Pearson's correlation analysis showed that beta power was
negatively correlated with the increasing number of mistakes at F3
(p b 0.02) and Fz (p b 0.02) locations upon presentation of target stimu-
lation (Fig. 1). These results indicated that the subjects who made more
mistakes had lower beta power at the defined electrode sites. There
were no significant correlations between the number of mistakes and
either beta-phase locking or filtered beta responses.

3.2. Results of event-related spectral perturbations

Fig. 2 illustrates the grand average of time–frequency planes showing
the post-stimulus enhancement of beta responses in both stimulations
(target and non-target) for healthy controls (N = 17) (upper frame)
and for MCI patients (N = 17) (lower frame) at F4 location. The grand
average plots of ERSP analysis of targets and non-targets revealed that
in the early time window (0–200 ms), the target stimuli elicited larger
beta responses than non-target stimuli in both healthy controls and
MCI patients. This differentiation was more pronounced for the healthy
controls at all electrode sites. Furthermore, the grand average of ERSP
showed that healthy subjects had a trend for higher beta responses
thanMCI patients at all electrode sites uponpresentation of target stimuli.
As an example, location F4 is presented in Fig. 2.

Statistical results for 2 groups × 2 stimulation × 4 anterior-to-
posterior × 3 coronal were as follows: Although visual inspection
of grand averages in all electrode sites revealed higher beta response
in healthy elderly controls compared to MCI patients, this difference
was not statistically significant. Within-subjects repeated measures
of ANOVA revealed a significant difference for stimulation type
[F(1,32) = 4.84; p b 0.04]. The post-hoc comparisons revealed that
beta response power was significantly greater for target responses
than for non-target responses. ANOVA of beta responses revealed
significant results for coronal [F(2,64) = 4.14; p b 0.03] and for
stimulation × anterior–posterior × coronal sites [F(6,86) = 3.79;
p b 0.002]. Post-hoc comparisons showed that right electrode sites
had higher values than the left electrode sites (p b 0.02). Post-hoc
comparisons also showed that the differences between target and
non-target responses were mostly significant at Fz, F4, Cz, C4, Oz
and O2 electrode sites.

We also used ANOVA to compare only the stimulation effect (target
vs. non-target) in healthy subjects and in MCI subjects separately. Re-
peated measures of ANOVA showed that in healthy controls, larger
beta amplitude enhancement was elicited by targets when compared
to non-target stimuli [F(1,15) = 6.66; p b 0.03]. On the other hand,
there were no difference between target versus non-target beta re-
sponses in MCI patients in ERSP [F(0,15) = 0.424; p = 0.52].

3.3. Results of event-related inter-trial coherence

Fig. 3 illustrates the grand average of time–frequency planes showing
the inter-trial coherence of beta responses in both stimulations (target
and non-target) for healthy controls (N = 17) (upper frame) and for
MCI patients (N = 17) (lower frame) at location F4. The grand average
plots of ITC analysis of targets and non-targets revealed that, in the
early time-window (0–200 ms), target stimulation elicited approxi-
mately 50% greater beta-phase locking than non-target stimulation in
both healthy controls and MCI patients. This differentiation is more pro-
nounced for the healthy controls at all electrode sites. Furthermore, the
grand average of ITC showed that healthy subjects had a trend for higher
beta-phase locking than MCI patients at all electrode sites upon presen-
tation of target stimuli.

Although beta inter-trial coherencemeasureswere higher in healthy
subjects thanMCI patients, the differencewas non-significant. Repeated
within-subjectsmeasures of ANOVA revealed a significant difference for
stimulation type [F(1,32) = 24.87; p b 0.0001]. The post-hoc compari-
sons revealed that beta response power was significantly higher for
target responses than for non-target responses. ANOVAof beta responses
revealed significant results for coronal [F(2,64) = 5.00; p b 0.01] and
for anterior–posterior [F(3,96) = 4.23; p b 0.0008] sites. Post-hoc com-
parisons showed that right electrode sites had higher values than the
left electrode sites (p b 0.0008). Post-hoc comparisons also showed



Fig. 2. Grand average of event-related spectral perturbation (ERSP) of 17 healthy subjects and 17 MCI patients upon application of target (right frame) and non-target (left frame)
stimulation.
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that occipital electrodes showed increased beta-phase locking in com-
parison to frontal (p b 0.05) and central (p b 0.008) electrodes.

3.4. Results of digitally filtered event-related beta (15–20 Hz)
response oscillations

Fig. 4 illustrates the grand averages of beta responses in F4 electrode
site upon presentation of target and non-target stimulation. As shown
in Fig. 3, the grand averages of beta responses to target pictures are at
least 53% higher than the grand averages of beta responses to non-
target responses in healthy subjects. On the other hand, the grand aver-
ages of beta responses to target pictures are only 23% higher than the
grand averages of beta responses to non-target responses inMCI patients.
The grand average of beta responses showed that healthy subjects had
Fig. 3. Grand average of inter-trial phase coherence of 17 healthy subjects and 17 MCI pati
a trend for higher beta responses than MCI patients at all electrode
sites upon presentation of target stimuli. As an example, location F4 is
presented in Fig. 3.

Although 15–20 Hz filtered beta responses were higher in healthy
subjects in comparison to MCI patients, this difference was non-
significant. Within-subjects repeated measures of ANOVA revealed a sig-
nificant difference for stimulation type [F(1,32) = 37.01; p b 0.0001].
The post-hoc comparisons revealed that beta response power was
significantly higher for target responses than for non-target re-
sponses. ANOVA of beta responses revealed significant results for
coronal [F(2,64) = 3.77; p b 0.02]; for stimulation × anterior–posterior
[F(3,96) = 3.40; p b 0.04] and for stimulation × anterior–posterior ×
coronal [F(3,96) = 2.43; p b 0.04]. Post-hoc comparisons showed that
right electrode sites had higher values than the middle electrode sites
ents upon application of target (right frame) and non-target (left frame) stimulation.

image of Fig.�2
image of Fig.�3


Fig. 4.Grand average offiltered (15–20 Hz) beta oscillatory responses of 17healthy subjects
and 17 MCI patients upon application of target (right frame) and non-target (left frame)
stimulation.
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(p b 0.03). Statistical analysis showed that target responses were signifi-
cantly greater than non-target responses at all electrode sites. Post-hoc
comparisons also showed that the differences between target and
non-target responses were most pronounced at occipital electrode sites
(p b 0.0001) and were highest at the right occipital (O2) (p b 0.0001)
location.

4. Discussion

To our knowledge, the present study is the first to compare event-
related beta oscillations in healthy subjects and MCI patients upon pre-
sentation of a visual oddball paradigm. In order to avoid movement-
related responses, the subjects were asked to mentally count target
stimuli. The results clearly demonstrated that target stimulation elicited
higher event-related beta power, event-related beta-phase locking and
event-related (filtered) beta responses in comparison to non-target
stimulation at all electrode sites regardless of group effect. Furthermore,
in healthy subjects, event-related beta power was higher upon presen-
tation of target than non-target stimulati. Conversely, MCI patients
displayed no difference. The results support the hypothesis that the in-
crease of beta responses is also related to attention and the cognitive
process.

4.1. Previous findings of beta oscillatory responses in movement-related,
sensory, cognitive or emotional stimulation

Beta oscillatory responses are considered to be related to sensorimotor
functions (Engel and Fries, 2010), and were decreased by voluntary
movement (Pfurtscheller and Berghold, 1989; Pfurtscheller et al., 1996)
and also by motor imagery (Neuper et al., 2009). Traub et al. (1999)
showed that when the stimulation was intense the action potential
burst depicts a transition from gamma frequency to beta frequency.
Traub et al. (1999), Haenschel et al. (2000), Kisley and Cornwell (2006)
concluded that beta band activity is closely related to stimulus-driven sa-
lience. Leventhal et al. (2012) suggested that beta oscillations reflect a
post-decision stabilized state of cortical–basal ganglia networks, which
normally reduces interference from alternative potential actions.

Several studies have shown that evokedoscillatory beta activity over
scalp regions was associated with projections from sensory specific
cortex. While auditory stimuli enhanced beta responses at central and
temporal electrodes (Haenschel et al., 2000; Makinen et al., 2004;
Peterson and Thaut, 2002), visual stimuli enhanced beta responses at
occipital electrodes (Senkowski et al., 2006). Increased beta responses
were also measured during multisensory stimuli in comparison to
unisensory stimuli (Sakowitz et al., 2005; Senkowski et al., 2006).

Beta oscillatory responseswere also related to emotional processes. In
our previous study, increased left-frontal- and central beta-responses to
“angry” face expression stimuli in comparison to “happy” face expression
stimuli were reported (Güntekin and Başar, 2007a). Furthermore, female
subjects had higher occipital beta responses in comparison to male sub-
jects upon presentation of face expression paradigms (Güntekin and
Başar, 2007b). In a recent study, we also demonstrated that negative
valence images from the International Affective Picture System (IAPS)
induced greater beta responses for negative as compared with positive
images in frontal, central, and parietal electrodes (Güntekin and Başar,
2010a). These results were also supported by another group; Woodruff
et al. (2011) demonstrated that negative valence IAPS imagery induced
more beta power thanneutral images did. Increased beta response during
emotional pictureswas not reported only at local circuits but also in long-
range circuits.Miskovic andSchmidt (2010) examined coherences during
affective image presentation and found an increase in beta responses
during free viewing of high (pleasant and unpleasant) and low (neutral)
emotionally arousing images. These studies merit additional attention,
since their findings indicate that—independent of stimulus type (face
expression or IAPS pictures)—pictures with negative emotions trigger in-
creased beta responses in humans. Furthermore, this finding supports
claims that neural activity in the beta range relates to processing of emo-
tional stimuli (Güntekin and Başar, 2007a, 2010a; Miskovic and Schmidt,
2010; Woodruff et al., 2011).

In working memory paradigms divergent results were reported.
Some studies showed increased beta responses (Kukleta et al., 2009a,
2009b; Onton et al., 2005; Ravizza et al., 2005; Tallon-Baudry et al.,
1998), while others reported event-related desynchronization of beta
responses (Cacace and McFarland, 2003; Ishii et al., 2009; Mazaheri
and Picton, 2005). Voluntary movement causes ERD of beta responses
(Babiloni et al., 2002; Pfurtscheller et al., 1996). The studies analyzing
cognitive processes using button press showed beta ERD (Cacace and
McFarland, 2003; Ishii et al., 2009; Karrasch et al., 2006; Mazaheri and
Picton, 2005). In order to avoid effects of motor responses, Missonnier
et al. (2007) analyzed only non-target responses, in which subjects
did not press button; these authors reported ERS upon presentation of
non-target stimuli. Kukleta et al. (2009a) required the subject to press
a button in response to target detection and also tomentally count target
stimuli. These authors reported increased beta activity in response to
both target and non-target stimulation. As presented in this study and
in the studies by Missonnier et al. (2007) and Kukleta et al. (2009a), if
there is no button-press effect, then beta responses increase with cogni-
tive load.
4.2. What do the results of the present study add to the literature?

Our study showed differing beta oscillatory responses between
healthy controls and MCI patients in an early time window (0–300 ms)
upon application of visual oddball paradigm. MCI patients have a trend
to display lower event-related beta response than healthy controls. Al-
though this difference did not reach a significance level in the group
comparisons, there were differences between healthy controls and MCI
patients in the identification of target stimulation versus non-target
stimulation. In healthy subjects, target-event-related beta power was
significantly higher than non-target beta power, whereas inMCI patients
there was no such difference. Further, more extensive studies with a
longitudinal design will be helpful to identify the differences between
stable MCI, progressive MCI, and AD. There would likely be progressive
decrease in event-related beta power and beta synchronization, from
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stable MCI to progressive MCI and to AD, upon application of cognitive
stimulation.

The present study is the first to analyze event-related beta oscilla-
tions, in healthy subjects and MCI patients upon application of visual
oddball paradigm by recording EEG. Event-related beta responses in-
creased in power and in phase synchrony upon presentation of target
stimulation in comparison to non-target stimulation. There were also
contradictory results with our study. Beta ERDs upon presentation of
target stimulation were reported by Cacace and McFarland (2003),
Ishii et al. (2009), and Mazaheri and Picton (2005). It should also be
noted that the authors of those previous studies asked subjects to
press a button upon presentation of target stimuli. Therefore, in those
previous studies, the decrease observed in beta responses could be
movement-dependent.

Event-related beta power was higher upon presentation of target
stimulation in comparison to non-target stimulation in healthy subjects;
there were no differences in beta power between target stimulation
versus non-target stimulation in MCI patients. If the beta oscillatory re-
sponses were related to increased attention and/or cognitive load, we
could tentatively conclude that MCI patients attended to both target
and non-target stimuli in a similar process. Behavioral results also
showed that MCI patients were worse than healthy subjects at identify-
ing target stimuli (Section 3.1). It seems that the non-significant differ-
ence in beta power response for target versus non-target stimulation
inMCI patients might indicate an inability of MCI patients to distinguish
targets from non-targets.

Upon presentation of visual oddball paradigm, occipital electrodes
showed enhanced higher beta response compared to other electrode
sites. This result was in good accordance with previous studies, which
showed that evoked oscillatory beta activity over scalp regions was as-
sociated with projections from sensory-specific cortex. Auditory stimuli
enhanced beta responses at central and temporal electrodes (Haenschel
et al., 2000;Makinen et al., 2004; Peterson and Thaut, 2002), whereas vi-
sual stimuli enhanced beta responses at occipital electrodes (Senkowski
et al., 2006). The present study and the previous studies also indicated
that whether the stimuli were either auditory or visual, beta responses
increase over right hemisphere (Haenschel et al., 2000; Huster et al.,
2013; Makinen et al., 2004; Senkowski et al., 2006; Swann et al.,
2009, 2012).

5. Conclusion

1. The presented results clearly indicate that target stimulation elicited
higher event-related beta power, event-related beta-phase locking
and event-related filtered beta responses than non-target stimula-
tion at all electrode sites in healthy subjects.

2. Although evoked power, event-related beta-phase locking and
event-related filtered beta responses of healthy subjects were higher
than those of MCI patients, the differences were not statistically sig-
nificant. However, it should also be noted that, in MCI patients there
was no difference between target evoked power and non-target
evoked power. This might indicate that MCI subjects experience dif-
ficulty in differentiating between target and non-target stimuli.

3. Yener and Başar (2013) asked whether it is possible to learn about
cognitive impairments after application just by knowing some dy-
namic factors that are influenced by the disease. After analyzing
different frequency bands by application of different methods in
MCI and AD, it appears that clues to cognitive impairment might be
identified in brain oscillations.

4. Our study showed that, upon presentation of visual oddball para-
digm, occipital electrodes showed enhanced beta response com-
pared to other electrode sites. This result is accordance with studies
that showed evoked oscillatory beta activity over scalp regions was
associated with projections from sensory-specific cortex.

5. The present study and previous studies also indicated that, indepen-
dent of stimulusmodality (auditory or visual), beta responses increase
over the right hemisphere (Haenschel et al., 2000; Huster et al., 2013;
Makinen et al., 2004; Senkowski et al., 2006; Swann et al., 2009, 2012).

6. According to the above-mentioned studies, beta oscillations in-
creased upon negative emotional stimulation, upon high arousal
stimulation, upon multisensory stimulation and also upon cognitive
load. The common mechanism between these different stimulations
might be the need for increased attention. It is also of note that, since
beta oscillations are also related to sensorimotor functions, it does
not seem possible to propose a general hypothesis for the functional
role of beta oscillations. It is possible that, similarly to delta, theta,
alpha and gamma oscillations, beta oscillations are not related
only to one single function—but that these functions derive from
the superpositions and super-synergy of multiple brain oscillations
(Başar et al., 1999, 2001, 2006).
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